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very principles of the civilization in which we live  and 
in which we believe. 
With regard to the position of the Sakharovs, I do not 
think there  can  be  any  disagreement: the  Nobel  Pri-
zewinner Andrei  Sakharov  is  trying,  by  means  of a 
voluntary  hunger  strike,  to  make  it  possible  for  his 
wife Helen, who has  already had to have treatment for 
her eyes  by Italian specialists,  to resume and continue 
the treatment that had  commenced. The relationship 
between patient and  doctor is  a  relationship of trust, 
and no one should be allowed to interfere with it. 
Parliament,  by  its  vote,  must endeavour to induce the 
Soviet authorities to alhw the Sakharovs to  lea~·e Rus-
Sia. 
This applies to Sakharov, whose figure has become the 
symbol  of peace  and  liberty,  but  it  applies  to  every 
man on this  earth, and this Parliament must always be 
on the side of whomsoever invokes freedom and asks 
for it to be applied. 
The Liberal  Group will  vote for all  these resolutions, 
abstaining  only  on the  Lomas  resolution  because  of 
the fact that the case is already before the appropriate 
committee. 
Lady Elles  (ED).- All  Member States  have immigra-
tion laws and those of the United Kingdom are consi-
derably  less  severe  than  those  of other  countries.  I 
would  point out that Mr Lomas's resolution is  long in 
words  but short in facts. 
The facts  are these: Mrs Begum has  regrettably had a 
hard life. Her husband died 3 months before she came 
into the United Kingdom. She was refused  admission 
because, of course, she was  not therefore joining her 
husband, but she came in. The United Kingdom auth-
orities had compassion on her and she was  allowed to 
stay while settling her husband's affairs. She then went 
into hiding for two years, while the authorities did  not 
know where she was.  She did not go and live with her 
old father, who was there, incidentally,  since the time 
she was born,·  she  has  never had  anything to do with 
her father, on whom compassion is called  in this  dis-
tortionate resolution, and  her mother and all  her near 
family are in fact in Bangladesh. 
We  accept  that  there  are  hard  cases,  we  accept that 
one must show humanity but this particular resolution 
is a total distorition of the facts. 
(Cries of'Hear, hear!') 
Mr  von  Hassel  (EPP).  - (DE)  Madam  President, 
ladies  and gentlemen, Mr  Fellermaier has  submitted  a 
motion for a resolution which the Group of the Euro-
pean  People's  Party· could  have  endorsed.;  although 
with  some  reservations. Unfortunately, yesterday  the 
.. r· ~.  r·mr·· 
first  important paragraph was  deleted. That made the 
motion biased and destroyed the basis for our approval 
of it. 
In order to try to reach a joint resolution, I have pro-
posed  in  Amendment  No 5  reinserting  this  deleted 
paragraph. The rest of my proposal coincides with that 
of Mrs van den Heuvel and the Socialist Group. Para-
graph 1 states  that by virtue of the  elections, Turkey 
has taken its first steps  towards the re-establishment of 
democracy, which, we think,  cannot be disputed. That 
is  why I cannot quite understand why this  should not 
be admitted. Surely we should note with great pleasure 
that Turkey  is  following  the  accepted  road  towards 
the re-establishment of democracy. 
I  would  be  grateful,  therefore,  if  our  Amendment 
No 5  were  accepted  so  that  we  can  all  endorse  this 
motion for a resolution. 
President. - The debate is closed. 
Vote1 
With this  item we have  now come to the end of the 
topical and urgent debate. 
(The  sitting  was  suspended at  11  a.m.  and resumed  at 
11.10 a.m.) 
3.  European Council  , 
IN THE CHAIR: Mr DANKERT 
President 
President. - The European Parliament has the hon-
our to receive today the President of France, Mr Fran-
~ ois Mitterrand. 
(Prolonged applause) 
I am  gratified that his  presence among us  gives us  the 
opportunity to greet with enthusiasm the firm determi-
nation with which he has conducted the presidency of 
the European Council. 
His  personal  commitment  vis-a-vis Community mat-
ters  is  remarkable. It will  turn out to have  been  deci-
sive  if the joint talks, which had become  deadlocked, 
take  a  new turn  as  a  result  of the  progress  accom-
plished, notably with the common agricultural policy. 
(Applause) 
1  See Annex. 
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Mr  Mitterrand,  President-in-Office  of  the  European 
Council. - (FR)  Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, 
I  am  speaking  to you  as  President  of the  European 
Council for the first half of  1984.  Believe  me when I 
say that I am conscious of the honour of addressing an 
Assembly that represents 270 million men and women 
who will soon be called upon to repeat, in their indivi-
dual  countries,  that  fundamental  act  of democracy, 
electing a Parliament. 
But I am also  speaking to you as  a  French  European 
whose personal  commitment has  been in  evidence  at 
every stage of the emergence of Europe. 
W hen, in May 1948, just three years  after the war, rhe 
European  idea  took  shape  at  the  congress  in  the 
H ague,  I was there and I believed in it. 
(Applause) 
When, in  19 50, Robert Schuman launched the pi an for 
the European Coal and Steel Community,  I supported 
it and I believed  in  it. When, in  1956, the vast task of 
building  the  common  market  began,  with  the  very 
actiV'e  participation of the French Government of the 
time, I was there and I believed in  it. And today, when 
we have to rid Europe of the Ten of its differences  and 
lead it  resolutely along  the  path  to  the  future,  I  can 
still say that I am here and I believe in it. 
(Applause) 
Many of my  generation have shared the same ordeals, 
experienced the same hopes and worked for the same 
cause.  There  are  many  younger ones  who  have,  in 
their turn, conceived the  ambition of bringing Europe 
into line with the dictates of hiscory and, through her, 
serving the just interests of the peoples that make it up. 
Everyone should realize  this.  Going beyond political 
divisions and national rivalry, they are the builders of 
a vast undertaking that will radically change the facts 
of politics or international geopolitics. They must con-
tinue to  unite around this  project and their  public life 
will  be justified by this  alone. They will have reshaped 
the planet. 
This  meeting,  here  in  Strasbourg,  was  something  I 
wanted. It is  no doubt usual for the  President-in-Off-
ice of the European Council  to report on its  progress 
to Parliament. The Stuttgart Council made this a prin-
ciple of our life together, which is  a good thing. But I 
should like to add something else co  this observance of 
the rites  - faith  in  our action  and  the  will  to  see it 
through. 
Today, the Community has achieved the initita!  objec-
tives it inherited from the war. In the beginning,  it had 
to  reconcile  and bring  together  peoples  whom  force 
and bloodshed  had divided and get them harnessed to 
a common task. That  has been done. Now the choice 
is  between  letting other people on our  continent  and 
D 
outside  our  continent  decide  on  everyone's  destiny, 
ours included, and combining all  the talent and ability, 
the  creative ability and the  material,  spiritual and cul-
tural resources that have  combined to make Europe a 
civilization, so, as Walt Whitman puts it in a line I very 
much like, it can at last become what it is. 
Our  choice  is  based on  a  simple  idea.  None  of  our 
peoples,  however  rich  its  past  and  however strong its 
desire to live, can in isolation have the necessary effect 
on the present and the future of mankind. 
Together, we can, 
(Applause) 
but we are at a period of time when destiny is still  hes-
itant.  For  all  too  long Europe  has  been  held  back  by 
absurd  arguments that  make it lose sight of its objec-
tive. It had  to  wake  up  to the fact that  there was no 
chance of any great design for Europe  being anything 
more than a pipedream as  long as it was bogged down 
in a morass of petty arguments. 
(Loud applause) 
To  put an  end  to them, a  method of work was fixed 
on in  Stuttgart.  Experience has shown it to be  a good 
one. Then, in Athens, came the plan for reconciliation 
that \Vas  to  come  about in  Brussels,  in  particular in 
agricultural, budgetary  and  industrial  matters.  All  the 
points at issue, bar one, were settled. 
A brief reminder of them will  show  that  the  way  has 
been cleared and that we have  begun to move forward 
again. Not that the remaining disagreement is  negligi-
ble,  far  from  it,  but,  contrary to  what  many  people 
feared,  it has not blocked the machinery of Europe. I 
shall return to this  later. 
Our first duty was to modernize the  common agricul-
tural policy,  which has given  the food  and agriculture 
industries in  our countries  a  capacity of  international 
proportions. Then came the problem of surpluses, and 
dairy surpluses  first and foremost, with a view to tak-
ing account of the real dairy outlets on the  market, a 
vital  corollary  to  guaranteed  prices  - 104 million 
tonnes produced for 8 5 million consumed. In Brussels, 
our farmers were invited to try to adapt and convert, a 
drive which the  Community should back up,  as  it  has 
done in the past, in line with the Treaty of Rome. And 
what goes for milk should go for all  the other agricul-
tural  products  too.  Other  important  decisions  have 
been  taken  on  the  monetary compensatory amounts 
(dismantling  and  methods  of calculation,  that  is  to 
say), on fruit and vegetables,  on agricultural prices  in 
the  prescribed  time  limits  and  on  the  negotiation  of 
cereal  substitutes  with  the USA.  And  these  decisions 
are now taking practical shape. 
Without wishing  to  ignore the  legitimate  concern of 
the  producers,  I  think  that  this  is  a  victory  by  the 3 24. 5.  84  Debates of the European Parliament  No 1-314/259 
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Community over the Community. Now, 27 years after 
it  was  devised,  the  common  agricultural  policy 
returned  co  the bases  from  which it  should  not have 
strayed. 
The Esprit programme was launched  a few weeks ear-
lier. It will  cost  3 billion  ECD  in  all,  as  much  as  or 
more than comparable efforts in the same  field outside 
Europe. So the dynamic movement of cooperation on 
research and development of information technologies 
between  European  firms  has  been  encouraged,  in  a 
way,  with the  help  of the Community, in  a  different 
context. I am  also thinking here of CERN, the Airbus, 
Ariane and JET. 
And recently, the  12 biggest European companies laid 
down  common standards for data processing. Taking 
this industrial initiative further, the Industry Ministers 
have laid the foundations for joint action by the Ten in 
the  field  of  telecommunications.  They  will  do  the 
same,  next  month,  for  biotechnology,  while  the 
Economic and Finance Ministers are working to facili-
tate  this  cooperation  through  a  series  of  financial, 
legal and tax provisions. 
Let us  continue  with  this  outline.  Everyone,  as  you 
know,  was  calling  for  tighter  control  of  the  Com-
munity  budget  and  the  Brussels  Council  reached 
agreement on this point too. But control over spending 
could  not involve  a cut in the resources that were vital 
to  the  development of the Community,  which is  why 
the  Brussels  Council came down  in  favour  of raising 
the VAT ceiling from 1% to  I. 4% on 1 January 1986, 
the date of enlargement to include Spain and Portugal 
- I make no secret of the fact that I should have liked 
to see more- and a further rise to 1.6% on 1 January 
1988. 
Everyone  is  aware  of  the  problems  of  the  present 
budget.  But  I  do  not think the  Community will  be 
forced to use  extraordinary means or give in  to unac-
ceptable pressure. The T reaty  demands  that agricul-
tural spending be  financed and it has to be  adhered to. 
That leaves  the  dispute  modestly  referred  to  as  the 
correction  of  budgetary  imbalance  - which  in  fact 
means the current discussion about the British  contri-
bution. 
After  four years  of difficult  negotiations,  which  are 
forever  being  relaunched,  and in  the  absence  of any 
agreement at the  time  of this  speech,  my  comments 
will  be  careful  ones.  The  Presidency  has  spared  no 
effort  in  trying to  handle  this  problem,  but  its  main 
aim - and this is  where it is intransigent- has  been 
to see that Community principles,  in particular that of 
Community preference, are preserved and it therefore 
judged  that  agricultural  levies  and  customs  duties, 
which by  their very nature belong to the Community 
and not to the State that received them, could not be 
taken into account when compensation was  cal~ulated. 
(Applause) 
I should  add that the Treaty of Rome, like any treaty, 
is  a  contract and that this  contract implies  refusal  of 
the idea of fair returns. 
(Prolonged applause) 
It may  be  reasonable to reconcile, the naturally vary-
ing positions of the 10  partners when excessive imbal-
ance occurs, because of the solidarity that binds us -
provided we stay within the reasonable limits of a cir-
cumstantial  regulation  and  do  not  try  to  revise  the 
Treaty without  saying  so.  This  was  the  aim  of  the 
debate which has  not and  never will  be  concluded  as 
long as there is  a fear of Community law being held up 
to question. 
However,  the  Community is  alive  and  working  as  a 
simple account of the arrangements made over the past 
two months serves to show. It has, in  particular- and 
I want to spend time on this point - passed the point 
of no  return in  the Spanish and Portuguese accession 
procedure. 
There are questions about political necessity - which 
is  something  we  all  recognize,  not  just  because  of 
these two countries' courageous reconquest of democ-
racy,  but also  because  of the  simple  realization  that 
they are  Europeans, completely, and that to deny the 
fact would be to flout history past and present. Are we 
not going to increase the tension and reduce the cohe-
sion of the present Community~ Or will the conditions 
for economic  integration  conceivably  be  met  over  a 
long period?  ' 
Convenient  attitudes  may  be  adopted.  Saying yes  to 
enlargement, on a a priori basis, in  order to please the 
applicant countries and without drawing any practical 
conclusions. Or saying no, come what may, and refus-
ing  to look at  the  question.  Let  us  refuse  such  facile 
attitudes.  Europe  would  certainly  lose  out  if,  as  it 
grew,  it  merged  with  the  free  trade  area  to  which 
those around it continue to aspire. 
(Applause) 
Let us remember the last enlargements and beware  of 
leaving the  most difficult discussions until later. 
At  all  events,  I  think  an  answer  to  the  enlargement 
question  will  be  forthcoming  before  the  end  of Sep-
tember. I think it will  be positive  and I think it will  be 
applied as from 1 January 1986. 
This will mean  a frank comparison  of the  economies, 
harmonization  of the  social  and  tax  systems,  mutual 
adherence to the  rules of fair competition and a time-
table for implementation. It will  also mean  the present 
Community  making  a  prior  effort  to  rationalize  its 
functioning  and  preparing,  in  particular  with  inte-
grated  Mediterranean  programmes,  to  handle  the 
productions of the  South as  ir  did the productions of 
the  North.  The  producers will  of  course  understand 
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that  it  is  not  possible  both  to  call  for  market  laws 
whereby  they  can  produce  unspecified  quantities  as 
they like  and  to  protect themselves  from  these  laws 
with price guarantees.  At all  events, I  note that deci-
sive  progress  has  been  made  in  two  hitherto  undis-
cussed sectors, agriculture and fisheries. 
But going beyond these debates,  the  Brussels Council 
committed itself to taking other steps  in  other direc-
tions.  Directives  doing away with technical barriers to 
trade were thus approved,  an instrument of common 
commercial policy was  introduced,  fishing quotas  for 
1984 were fixed in time  and iron and steel quotas  were 
extended for a further tw  years. The Eighth Directive 
on  company  law  was  approved,  agreement  was 
reached on the social aspects  of the reorganization of 
the  coal  sector  and  on  so-called  demonstration 
research projects and the  reform of the Regional Fund 
was  approved  after  three  years  of  arduous  negotia-
tions.  Lastly,  the  field  of  initiatives  has  now  been 
cleared of obsessive disputes and stretches wide before 
us. 
In spite of customs dismantling, for example, there are 
still  te!o  many obstacles to free  movement within  the 
Community. 
{Applause) 
How many controls  and formalities  there  are  to  try 
the patience of those who are  subjected to them and 
baffle the understanding of public opinion! 
In view of this House's interest in  this matter, a trans-
port policy involving greater flexibility at frontiers and 
more support for major infrastructure will  be proposed 
at  the June Council.  What could  be  more  in  keeping 
with  our principles than freedom to come and go, to 
do business and to trade? 
In  1981, when I had just taken  up  my duties,  I men-
tioned  the  European  social  area  at  the  Luxembourg 
Council.  How can a common market be  created  if, at 
the  same  time,  the  producers  are  working  in  wildly 
different conditions? Since the common market exists, 
it would  be  better for the workers' representatives  to 
organize at that level,  in  the same  way  as  firms  and 
governments do. 
(Applause) 
This  will  be  done,  I  hope,  next  month,  when  the 
Council of Foreign Ministers has  produced the Com-
munity's medium-term action programme for submis-
sion to the European Council, as  was agreed in Brus-
sels.  More specifically, this same  Council of Ministers 
will have to pursue the effortS, as  yet hardly begun, to 
rid  our societies  of the  disease  from  which  they  are 
suffering  - unemployment  and,  worse,  unemploy-
ment  among young people,  by  providing  vocational 
training that is  more in  keeping with requirements.  It 
will  be  presented with recommendations on the reor-
.  ' 
ganization of working time  and  will  select guidelines 
relating to the social implications of the new technolo-
gies  in  the light of observations made by the employ-
ers'  and  employees'  representatives  on  the  Standing 
Committee on Employment. 
The voice  of the European Trade Union Confedera-
tion will, of course, be heard. 
The  natural  environment  warrants  equal  attention  . 
When  it  comes  to  protecting  the  environment,  our 
national frontiers  have even  less  raison  d'etre.  Yet our 
ways of thinking  :~nd our national susceptibilities  are 
in defian  e of good sense. 
The Rhine flows  beside or through three of the coun-
tries of the Community and what harms  the  environ-
ment of one equally harms them all. 
(Applause) 
But this argument seems not to be  heard and the river 
and its  tributaries still carry death to animals  and plant 
life and threaten the health of mankind. 
Acid rain has  profoundly changed the  forests  of Ger-
many  and  it  is  now  eating  into  the  forests  of  the 
Vosges  and  moving northwards  to Scandinavia.  And, 
for  other reasons,  the  Mediterranean forest  is  under 
threat too. 
No country is  free  from this latter-day epidemic. Who 
will  put  an  end to the  scourge? A directive  on indus-
trial pollution was  adopted in  Brussels and it remains 
to speed up the finalization of strict provisions to con-
trol the transfer of toxic and dangerous wastes. 
Similarly, the reduction of the lead content of petrol is 
at  the  centre  of arduous  negotiations.  Now that  the 
target has  been clearly identified in this  way, will  we 
be  wise  enough to work towards  it without delay?  I 
would not swear to it. 
So much for the near future, with its  usual pattern of 
light and  shade and its  combination of progress  and 
impasse. 
But we  must look further than the common market. 
What is  Europe  for? This  is  a  question  we  have  to 
answer  if  we  are  not  ultimately  to  lose  our identity, 
our rai5on d'etre and our reasons for action. 
Is  Europe, which has played a pre-eminent part in  the 
formidable  advance  of  modem  science,  so  discon-
certed by the development of modern technology that 
it is  unable to  emerge from  the  crisis  and take up  its 
place  once  more,  to revive  the  forms  and  rediscover 
the values of its  ancient civilization? Is Europe, which 
contains two-thirds  of the free  regimes  of the  world, 
unable to consolidate its  institutions and act, with one 
movement, where  action  is  called  for,  as  a  force  for 5
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peace and equilibrium amongst the most powerful and 
as  a force for justice and progress between Nonh and 
South? No, I do not believe it is. 
But it  has  yet  to realize the  full  extent of the econo-
mic,  cultural  and political  stakes  of the  coming cen-
tury. 
Let us  take four examples. 
T he  first  is  electronics.  Europe  spends  more  than 
Japan  or the  USA  on research.  But  each  country of 
Europe  is  jealous  of its  techniques  and  sees  its  def-
ences crumble under American and Japanese pressure. 
The protectionist  temptation will  gain  ground - or 
when it  awakes,  Europe will  have  lost  the  battle  on 
which  all others depend. Attempts at industrial alliance 
so far have failed. Is it not high time the States  encour-
aged  unity?  Industry will  not be  modernized  if  it  is 
content to  amass  plant.  It also  has  to  use  financing 
from  such  sources  as  the  European  Investment  Bank 
and the New Community Instrument. 
My second example  is  the  conquest  of space. There, 
the choices came earlier than we  anticipated and per-
haps  earlier than we  hoped, first, because of our own 
success with launchers and satellites.  But moving into 
the  industrial  phase  means  sharing the tasks  and  the 
investments. It will  be easier to look at US offers on a 
projected  civil  space  station  from  a  position  of 
strength.  As  I  said  in  The  Hague  recently,  should 
Europe not put priority on concentrating on  itself? A 
space  station  is  within  its  grasp.  It has  the  relevant 
technical  and financial means. And although it may be 
presumptuous to aim higher than present means allow, 
our industrial experience shows us that  anything that 
can be  achieved in 15 years' time must be staned now. 
(Applause) 
Transport  is  the  third  example.  Agreements  were 
reached  recently  on increasing the  Community  road 
haulage quotas,  on  cooperation in  the railway sector 
and on road safety. It would be as  well to improve on 
them  all  right  away.  A  vast  railway  equipment pro-
gramme for high speed  transport would, by  reducing 
distances, bring Europeans closer together as  a matter 
of course. 
My fourth example  is  culture.  Failing to unite  would 
be condemning ourselves  tO being borne along on the 
tide of words and images from outside. 
There is  no shortage of projects and they are all within 
our grasp. What are they? Why not use a Franco-Ger-
man satellite for a European television channel .. 
(Applause) 
. . .  for  all  producers  in  the  member  countries  con-
cerned'  Why not have  a common fund to support the 
programme  industries  that will  have  the difficult  task 
of giving content to the countless  networks? Why not 
have  a  coherent  plan  for  teaching  European  lan-
guages ... 
(Applause) 
... European universities, encouraged by exchanges of 
research workers  and  equivalence of diplomas' What 
about the European Cultural Foundation' 
I was  also  proud to see  the theatre of Europe, which 
Giorgio  Strehler  runs,  set  up  right  in  the  heart  of 
Paris. Each of your countries takes a pride in its  envia-
ble successes, but none of them has a big enough mar-
ket. Europe is  there. It must put its  mind to it and get 
organized! 
However, there  is one field  in  which  Europe is  pres-
ent, if I may say so, instinctively, namely human righrs. 
When it  ratified Anicle 25  of the European Conven-
tion, my country was true tO its tradition. But we are 
all  concerned  about  the  increasing  ground  being 
gained by terrorism  and oppression almost everyv,rhere 
in the world. 
Your Parliament has  constantly  expressed  its  attach-
ment to the principles on which freedom was founded 
and, only yesterday, it adopted a resolution on Andrei 
Sakharov, whom we are all thinking about. 
(Applause) 
Every  day,  alas,  in  every  clime,  men  suffer  and  are 
persecuted for what they believe,  for what  they'bold 
dear and for what they are. 
The time has  come to repeat a word under which we 
once rallied -resist. Yes, resist violence! 
(Applause) 
I  know  no  other  subject  on  which  the  people  of 
Europe feel  nearer to those who represent them. Yes, 
this Europe  of ours  is  a  Community  of laws  and we 
are  proud of it.  The  finest  illustration  of this  is  the 
Court  of Justice,  where  a  European  legal  order  is 
being forged from  an unprecedented synthesis  of dif-
ferent legal  systems. 
Another dimension  is  the different positions the  Ten 
take up on world affairs. 
No one  but Europe  has  shown so  much  imagination 
and constancy in  its  trade with the Third World. The 
Suva conference early  this  month was an opponunity 
to  orchestrate  points  of  view  in  preparation  for 
Lome III. The final discussions should be  taking place 
in  Luxembourg on 28  and 29 June, so  the drafting of 
the future Convention can be completed. 
The importance of this is clear at a time when interna-
tional  aid  is  being  cut  back  and  the  situation of  the 6
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poor  countries  - and  I  am  thinking  especially  of 
Africa  here  - is  worsening  under  the  combined 
effects  of  the  climate,  the  recession,  their debts,  the 
anarchy  of the  markets,  the  burden  of their  interest 
rates and monetary disorder. 
The European  Councils  have  adopted  suitable  solu-
tions tO problems in  the world - in  the  Middle East, 
Central America, southern Africa, Afghanistan, Cam-
bodia  and  many  others. They  have  helped  preserve 
that fragile link which maintained a dialogue between 
the  eastern  and western  pans of our continent from 
the  Helsinki  Conference  to  the  Stockholm  Confer-
ence.  T hev  have  boosted  cooperation  between  the 
Community and the seven friendly countries of EFT  A. 
It was not for them to take account of the  aspirations 
- so  frequently  expressed,  panicularly  of  late  -
towards security and a common defence. 
Speaking  for  myself,  I  mention  this,  as  I  did  in  the 
Hague, merely  to indicate how very difficult it will  be 
to bring about and how very badly it is needed. 
, 
(Applause from the right) 
It  is  clear  that we  are  moving  away  from  the  time 
when Europe's  sole  destiny was  tO  be  shared out and 
divided  up  by  others.  The  two  words  'European 
independence' now sound different. This is a fact that 
our century, which  is  nearing its  end, will, I am sure, 
remember. 
(Applause) 
The  European  elections  are  an  occasion  for  taking 
stock and  embarking on fresh  initiatives.  The life  of 
the  Community  institutions  is  marked  by  many  an 
imperfection.  None of them  is  really  intolerable,  but 
together they  create  a  constant and  widespread con-
straint and we are constantly paying for it. 
First  we  have  the  unanimity  rule,  which  is  used  far 
more than the Treaties suggest and even more than is 
provided for by the Luxembourg compromise. 
(Prolonged applause) 
How can  the  complex  and  diversified  unit  that  the 
Community has  become  be  governed by  the  rules  of 
the  Diet of the old  Kingdom of Poland, where every 
member could block the decisions? We all know where 
that led. It is time we  returned to a more normal and 
more  promising  way  of  doing  things.  The  French 
Government, which was  behind  this  compr~i se, has 
already proposed that it be  used only in  specific cases. 
The  more  frequent  practice  of voting  on  imponant 
questions  heralds  a  return  to  the  Treaties.  But  the 
unanimity  rule  is  not  the  only  difficulty  facing  the 
Council of Ministers. 
(Applause) 
The way the work of everyday management is shared 
by  the  Commission,  the  Permanent  Representatives 
and  the  Council  of Ministers  also  fluctuates  far  roo 
much. The  latter body is  losing  pan of  the  political 
responsibility  the  Treaties  gave  it  and  the  European 
Council is  becoming a permanent coun of appeal, or 
even  a  local  coun,  in  the  running  of our  everyday 
affairs.  That is  obviously  not  its  role. Let us give  the 
Commission back its authority. 
(Applause) 
Let us  give  the  Council of Ministers back its means of 
implementing  the  policies  of  which  the  European 
Council  lays  down  the  guidelines.  Let  us  give  the 
European Council  a permanent secretariat for political 
cooperation. 
(Applause) 
There are, I know, complaints about relations between 
the  Council  and  your  Parliament  being  inadequate. 
Let  us  do  something  about  this  by  adhering  to  the 
commitments the  Member States  made in  the  solemn 
declaration of Stuttgan and presenting a reform of the 
consultation procedure. And lastly, let us  reflect on the 
best way  of ensuring  greater continuity in  the  presi-
dency of the Community. 
(Applause) 
Europe  has  always  been  a  composite  entity.  It  has 
developed  in  stages,  using,  as  the  need  has  ansen, 
those  institutions  which  seemed the  best  at the  time, 
even if it meant changing the way they related to each 
other. But we must keep our points of reference. 
This is why  it  is  vital  to  consolidate the  main  Treaty 
that binds the European countries together and consti-
tutes  their  fundamental  law - the  Treaty of Rome. 
Yet the same movement is  already carrying us  beyond 
this Treaty  to  areas  it  does not cover. I  am  thinking 
here  of education,  health,  justice,  security  and  the 
campaign  against  terrorism.  And  what  do  we  find? 
Some people have  talked  about a Europe of different 
speeds  or  variable  geometry.  Such  a  step,  which 
reflects a real situation, is one we must take. Care will 
be  taken  to  ensure that it  complements,  rather than 
competes with, the central structure, the Community. 
Whenever problems of this  kind  have  arisen,  Europe 
has created a new institution - the European Council 
- or adopted a new legal act reflecting an established 
practice  - the  European  Monetary System  and  the 
political cooperation as defined in  the Stuttgan  decla-
ration - or concluded a treaty ratified by the national 
parliaments - the Lome  Convention. And  here  is the 
House encouraging us to go funher along this path by 
proposing a draft treaty on European Union. Those of 
us  who are  interested  will  observe  that  the same  old 
method is  being used.  A new situation calls for a new 
treaty . . . 
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... which must not, of course, be a substitute for exist-
ing treaties,  but an extension of them to fields they do 
not currently cover. This is  the case with the European 
political Community. 
France, ladies  and  gentlemen,  is available for such  an 
enterpnse. 
(Prolonged applause) 
I,  on  its  behalf,  state  its  willingness  to  examine  and 
defend  your  project,  the  inspiration  behind which  it 
approves. 
(Applause) 
I therefore suggest that preparatory consultations, per-
haps  leading to  a  conference  of the  Member  States 
concerned,  be  started  up.  The project  on  European 
Union and the solemn declaration of Stuttgart will  be 
a basis for this. 
(Applause) 
Those,  ladies  and  gentlemen,  are  the  thoughts 
prompted  by  my  experience  as  a  European  and  my 
term of office as  President of the European Council. 
I  am sure  that one day this will  all  be  done,  for our 
young  people  have  need  of it  and  it  is  the  price  we 
have  to  pay  for  our independence  and  the  indepen-
dence of our own  nations and  of Europe. I  have  too 
much  confidence  in  our  history to  believe  we  could 
ever allow ourselves to go into a decline - of which 
an intolerable demographic regression is the most dis-
qUJettng stgn. 
(Applause) 
But we  must  not leave it too late. So the  exciting task 
for you  and  for  us  is  to  prevent  the  ineluctable,  to 
make  the  improbable  succeed,  to  achieve  our  hopes 
and to perpetuate, with irs revived youth, a great civili-
zation- our civilization. 
(Prolonged standing ovation) 
President.- I thank you, Mr President, on behalf of 
all the Members of this Assembly. 
Mr  Thorn,  President of  the  Commission. - (FR)  Mr 
President of the  Republic,  you have told  us  how you 
see the state of the Community and its long-term pros-
pects  today,  on  the  eve  of  the  European  elections 
which will be held shortly. 
As President of the Commission I want to tell you how 
grateful we are to you for stating once a~a in your faith 
in Europe's future and your resolve,  above  all, to give 
that  faith  practical  expression in  a political  plan. One 
of the essential  needs for  a  statesman today is  to  be 
able to grasp essentials. 
The  outline  that  you  have  drawn of Europe's  future 
shows what an acute inruitive feeling you have for that 
Europe, which  is  sti ll  being consolidated and of which 
so  many dream - both inside and outside the  Com-
munity.  That  the  Head of State of one of  the  great 
founder  countries  of  European  construction  should 
show so much understanding is a great encouragement 
for  all  of us  who, like yourself,  refuse to give  up our 
particular idea  of what Europe should  be.  This  out-
look  and  these  aims  explain  the  commitment,  the 
efforts, the prodigious energy with which in these six 
months you  have been trying to bring the Community 
out of the crisis which is threatening to submerge it. 
You have done well  to remind us that much  has  been 
done in  these six  months,  because  they hav:e  allowed 
us to trace out the paths of the Community's recovery. 
We  still  have  to settle,  however,  Mr  President,  the 
troublesome  budgetary  quarrel  and  the  institutional 
problems  which  have  been  paralysing  us  for  all  too 
many years. 
Now, with a last effort before we start on the recov-
ery, we must resolutely tackle these problems with the 
intention of solving them. 
Mr President of the European Parliament, ladies  and 
gentlemen, over these last four years we have been liv-
ing together through the Community's crisis.  A future 
historian  will  see  it perhaps  as  a  cycle  w~ ic h started 
with the beginning of the world  economic crisis or, as 
far  as  the  Community system  is  concerned, with  the 
refusal of solidarity and of joint action  in  the  face of 
the  first  oil  shock in  1973.  It was  then  that a  period 
commenced which has been marked by doubt as to the 
aims of the European construction, by  the postpone- . 
ment of deadlines and by the shifting of responsibility. 
This was particularly apparent in  1979-80. The Euro-
pean Council, giving up the attempt to resolve the Bri-
tish  problem  of which  you  have  so  frankly  spoken, 
embarked on the process of issuing cheques for which 
criteria  had  not  been  negotiated,  indeed  were  not 
agreed.  It  then  chose  ro  cloak  its  indecision  in  the 
mandate of 30 May 1980. The period  of cheques  and 
m:wdates was to lead us, through London,  and  Stutt-
gart,  to the  fiasco  of Athens. I  hope  that our  future 
hisrorian will  be able to say  that the low point of the 
cycle was reached then a  d that a rising phase, started 
in  Brussels,  took firmer  shape  in  Fontainebleau.  It is 
perhaps too soon to be saying so: we are still at a stage 
when the optimism of the will should be tempered by 
the pessimism of reason. 
The Community's  crisis  is  not confined  to budgetary 
matters, but settlement of this issue is  a necessarv con-
dition for our recovery. We can achieve it in  Fo~ta i ne­
bleau: it is  in the interest of all  the member countries. 
But we  shall  not  achieve  it  unless  the  legitimate def-·~ ... 
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M.  Mitterrand, prt..{J.  ..... t  en  exercice du  Consei/ 
europl!en.  _  Monsieur le  President,  M~sd.ames  .  et 
Messieurs les  parlementaires, c'est en ma quahte 
de president du Conseil europeen pour ce premier 
semestre de 1984 que je m'adresse a  vous. 
Croyez que je mesure l'honneur qui  m'esl donn~ 
de prendre Ia  parole devant une Assemblee  QUI 
represente 270  millions d'hommes et de femmes 
appeles a renouveler bient6t, chacun  d.~~ns  ~on 
pays, l'acte democratique fondamental : 1  elccuon 
· d'un Parlement. 
Mai~t c'est aussi  l'Europeen de France qui s'expri-
me, celui dont !'engagement personnel a accompa-
gne chaque etape de la naissance de !'Europe. 
Lorsque, en mai  1948,  trois aps exactement apres 
Ia fin .de Ia guerre, !'idee europeenne a.pris forme, 
c'etait au Congres de La  Haye. J'y etais, et j'y 
croyais. 
(Applaudissements) 
Lorsque,  ~n 1950,  Robert Schuman  a  lance lc . 
projet de Ia Communaute europeenne du Charbon 
et de l'Acier, j'y adherais et j'y croyais. Lorsque, en 
1956,  le vaste chantier du Marche Commun s'cst 
ouvert, avec la participation tres active du gouver-
nement fran~ais de l'epoque, j'y eta  is et j'y croyais. 
Et aujourd'hui, alors qu'il nous (aut sortir !'Europe 
des Dix de ses querelles et Ia conduire resolument 
sur les chemins de l'avenir, je puis le dire encore, 
j'en suis et j'y crois. 
(Applat.idi:;sements) 
Nombreux sont ici  ccux de ma generation qui, 
ayant partage les  m~mes  epreuves, vecu le mi'nw 
espoir, ont travaille a Ia  m~me  cause.  Nombreux 
sont ceux qui, plus jeuncs, onl c·ont;u  it  l<•ur  tour 
!'ambition de porter !'Europe aux dimensions que 
commande l'Histoire et de servir par el!e le justc 
inter~t des peuples qui·la c!'mposent. 
Que tous en aient pleinement conscience. Au-dela 
des separations politique's et des rivalites nationa· 
les, ils sont les ouvricrs d'une immense entrcprise 
qui changera radicalement les donnees de la politi-
que  ou  geopolitique  internationale.  Qu'ils  conti-
nuent de s'unir autour de ce projet et, pour ce seul 
motif, leur vie publique en sera justifiee : ils  au-
rant remodele la planete. 
Ce rendez-vous, ici, a Strasbourg, je l'ai souhaite. 
Sans doute est-il normal que le pt•esident en exer-
cice du Conseil europeen expose au Pal'lement 
l'etat de ses travaux. Le Conscil de Stuttgart en a 
fait un principe de notre vie 'commune, et c'est tres 
bien ainsi. Mais, a  !'observance d'un rite, j'entends 
ajouter autre chose, qui est Ia f9i dans notre action 





































On  peut dire aujourd'hui que la Communaut6 a 
atteint ses premiers objectifs h6rit6s de Ia guerre. 
Au depart, il fallait r6concilier, rassembler, atteler 
l  une <2uvre commune des peuples d6chir6s par la 
force et le sang.  C'est fait.  Maintenant, !'alterna-
tive est: ou  bien de laisser l  d'autres, sur notre. 
continent, hors de  notre continent, le soln de 
decider du sort de tous, et done du nOtre, ou .bien 
de reunir Ia somme des talents et des capacit6s, les 
facultes  de  creation, les  ressources materielles, 
spirituelles, culturelles qui, toutes ensemble, ont 
fait de !'Europe une civilisation pour, selon un mot 
que j'aime de Walt Whittman, • qu'elle devienne 
enfin ce qu'elle est». 
Notre choix s'ordonne autour d'une idee simple. 
Chacun d'entre nos  peuples, aussi  riche que soit 
son passe, aussi ferme que salt sa volonte de vivre, 
ne  peut seul  peser du poids qui  eonvient sur le 
pr6sent et l'avenir des hommes sur la terre. 
Ensetnble, nous le pouvons 
(Applaudissements) 
mais nous sommes dans une phase ou  le destin 
hesite encore.  Depuis trop longtemps; !'Europe 
s'attarde dans des querelles d6risoires qui lui font 
perdre de vue l'objet de sa  demarche.  II  fallait 
reagir et comprendre qu'aucune grande perspec-
tive pour !'Europe n'avait oe chance de sortir du 
domaine du  r~ve tant qu'elle  resterait  emp~tree 
dans le maquis des petits proces. 
(Vifs applaudissements) 
Pour en finir, une methode de travail a ete fixee l. 
Stuttgart.  Elle  s'est,  l  !'experience,  r6velee  heu-
reuse.  Puis est apparue a Athenes la .trame des 
conciliations qui  devaient se realiser a Bruxelles, 
notamment en matiere agricole, budgetaire et 
industrielle. A !'exception d'un seul, tous les con-
tentieux ont ete regles. 
En les rappelant brh~ve~;nt, on verra que Ia route 
est deblayee, et que nous avons repris notre mar-
che en avant. Non  que le  d6saccord  qui  subsiste 
soit negligable, loin de la, mais, contrairement a  ce 
que  beaucoup  redoutaient, il n'a pas  bloque  le 
mecanisme europeen - j'en parlerai plus loin .. 
La premiere obligation qui nous incombait etait de 
moderniser la politique agricole commune, qui a 
donne l  nos· pays  une capacite agro-alimentaire 
,  d'envergure mondiale. Se posait des  lors le pro-
bleme des excedents, et d'abord des excedents 
laitiers, afin de tenir compte des debouch6s reels . 
de Ia  production laitiere sur la marche, corollaire 
indispensable de la garantie des prix : 104 millions 
I' 
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de tonnes produites, pour 85 millions consommees. 
Nos agriculteurs ont et6 invites l  Bruxelles l  un 
effort d'adaptation et de reconversion que la Com-
munaute devra aider, comme elle l'a fait dans le 
passe, comme l'y oblige le traite de Rome. Et ce qui 
est ·vrai du lait, devra ~tre de toute autre produc-
tion agricole. 
D'autres d6cisions  importantes ont ete prises sur 
les montants compensatoires monetaires-deman-
tel.errients  et modes de calcul - sur les  fruits et 
legumes, sur les prix agricoles da11s  les delais 
reglementaires, sur la negociation des substituts 
des cereales avec les Etats-Unis d'Amerique. Et ces 
d6cisions entrent maintenant dans les faits. 
' 
Sans meconnaftre les  inquietudes legitimes des 
producteurs, je pense qu'il s'agit Ia d'une victoire 
de la Communaute sur e1Ie-m~me. Vingt-sept ans 
apres sa creation,  Ia  politique agricole commune 
retrouve  les  bases  dont  elle  n'aurait  pas  dll 
s'6carter: 
Quelques semaines auparavant, le  programme 
Esprit avait et6 lance. Sa realisation atteindra un 
montant totlll de 3 milliards d'Ecus, comparable ou 
sup6rieur aux efforts accomplis hors d'Europe 
dans le m~me  domaine. Une dynamique de coope-
ration pour Ia  recherche et le developpement des 
technologies de !'information entre les entreprises 
europeennes a l!t6 de la sorte encouragee, avec le 
concours de la  Communaute, dans. un contexte 
different. Je pense aussi  au CERN,  A Airbus,  A 
Ariane ou au JET. 
R6cemment encore, les douze plus grandes societes 
europeennes ont fixe des normes communes pour 
l'informatique.  Prolongeanl ce  pas en  avant des 
industriels, les ministres de l'industrie ont pose les 
jalons d'une action commune des  Dix dans le 
domaine des  telecommunications.  Ils agiront de 
m~me,  le mois prochain, pour les biotechnologies, 
tandis  que,  de  leur  cOte,  'les  ministres  de 
l'Economie et des Finances s'attachent A faciliter 
cette cooperation par un ensemble de dispositions 
financieres, juridiques et fiscales. 
Poursuivons ce  bilan. Vous savez qu'on r6clamait, 
de tous cOtes,  une plus stricte maitrise du budget 
de la Communaute. Sur ce  point egalement, le 
Conseil de Bruxelles est parvenu A un accord. Mais 
Ia maltrise des depenses ne pouvait se traduire par 
une diminution des ressources  indispensables au 
developpement .de Ia Communaute. C'e1t pourql.loi 
le  Conseil  de Bruxelles s'est prononce pour un 
relevement du plafond de la TV A de 1. l  1,4 'I au 
1• janvier 1986, a  Ia date prevue de l'elargissement 
a  l'Espagne et au Portugal - je ne vous cache pas  ... 3
-·  ;.  ·~··  ;  .. ., 
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que j'aurais  souhait~ davaotage-et un relevement 
a  1,6% au 1  .. janvier 1988. 
Nul n'ignore, a cet ~gard, les difficult& du budget 
en  cours.  Mais  je pense que la  Communa.ut~ ne 
sera pas contrainte ll  recourir a des  moyens ex-
traordinaires ou ll ceder a des pressions inaccepta-
bles.  Le Tra-ite exige que les d6penses agricoles 
soient financees; II convient dele respecter. Reste, 
en effet, le contentieux que l'on appelle pudique-
ment • Ia corrc'ction des de~equilibrcs budgetaires • 
et qui recouvre, en fait, la discussion en cours sur 
Ia contribution britannique  .. 
Apres  quatre ans  de negociations difficiles,  tou-
jours  relancees,  et  faute  d'un  accord  acquis  a 
l'heure ou je m'exprime, mon commentaire restera 
pru.dent. La presidence n'a pas menage ses efforts 
pour resoudre cette difficulte,  mais  elle a  veille 
avant tout-Ja est son intransigeance-ace que les 
principes de Ia Communaute, notamment celui de 
"'  Ia  preference communautaire, fussent  preserves 
et, a ce  titre,  elle a jug6 que les  prelevements 
· agricoles et que les  droits de douane, qui  appar-
tiennent par nature a  Ia  Communaute et non  a 
l'Etat qui les  per~oit et les reverse, ne pouvaient 
~tre pris en compte dans le calcul'de Ia compensa-
tion. 
(Applaudissements) 
J'ajoute, que le traite de Rome a,  comme tout 
traite,  valeur de contrat et que ce  que contrat 
implique le ref  us du • juste retour •. 
(Applaudissements prolong~s) 
Concilier les situations naturellement variables 
des  dix partenaires, des  lors que s'affirme un 
desequilibre excessif, peut ~tre admls en raison de 
Ia solidarite qui nous lie, mais a condition de rester 
dans les  limites raisonnables d'un reglement cir-
constanciel et non de pretendre reformer le Traite 
sans Ie  dire. Tel a ete !'objet du debat, qui n'a pas 
trouve de conclusion  jusqu'a  ce jour et qui  n'en 
trouvera pas,  tant que !'on pourra craindre Ia 
remise en question de loi commune. 
Quoi qu'il en soit, Ia  Communaute vit et travaille. 
Le simple enonce des arrangements intervenus au 
cours de ces deux derniers mois le montre. Elle a 
en particulier, je veux m 'attarder sur ce  point, 
engage sans retour le  processus d'adhesion de 
l'Espagne et du Portugal. 
A Ia  n6cessite politique - reconnue par tous, non 
seulement en raison de Ia  courageuse reconquete 
de Ia  democratie assumee par ces deux pays, mais 
aussi par Ia simple constatation qu'ils sont d'Euro-
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pe, pleinement, et que le nier serait injurier l'hi-
stoire pass~ et a venir - se posent des interroga-
tions.  N'allons-nous pas aggraver les tensions, 
reduire la coh&ion de !'actuelle Communaute, ou 
bien est-il concevable que les conditions de !'inte-
gration  ~conomique puissent d'ici longtemps  ~tre 
remplies?  · 
II  est des attitudes commodes. Dire oui a priori a 
l'elargissement, par souci de plaire aux pays candi-
. dats, sans en tirer les consequences pratiques; ou 
dire non, quoi qu'il arrive, en. refusant tout exa-
men. Refusons ces  facilites.  Certes, !'Europe se 
perdrait si elle devait, a mesure qu'elle grandit, se 
confondre avec Ia zone de li~re echange !t laquelle 
on continue, tout autour d'elle, d'aspirer. 
· (Applaudissements) 
Souvenons-nous des derniers elargissements, et 
gardons-nous de repousser a plus tard les discus-
sions les plus ardues. 
Quoiqu'il en ·soit, j'ai l'espoir que reponse sera 
donnee,  avant Ia  fin  du  mois de septembre pro-
chain, a  l'elargissement, qu'elle sera positive et 
qu'elle s'appliquera des le 1er janvier 1986. 
Cela supposera un examen sans complaisance des 
economies comparees, une harmonisation des regi-
mes sociaux et fiscaux,  une soumission  mutuelle 
aux regles de loyale concurrence, et un calendrier 
. d'execution.  Cela exigera aussi  un effort de !'ac-
tuelle Comrnunaute poul' qu'elle assairiisse preala-
blement son fonctionncrnmlt ct qu'clle Sf.!  pri:pan! 
au  moyen  notarnment des  programmes inti•gri.-s 
mediterraneens, a  traiter les  productions du  Sud 
comme elle l'a fait des productions du Nord.  Lcs 
producteurs, de leur cote, voudront comprendre 
qu'on  ne peut a  Ja  lois se  reclamer des  lois  du 
marche afin de produire sans frein des quantiti•s 
indefinies et se proteger des  rn~mes lois  par le 
boucHer des garanties d~ prix. Je note, en tous cas, 
qu'un  progres decisif a  ete accompli  sur deux 
chapitres, qui  n'avaient pas encore ete abordes: 
!'agriculture et Ia  p~che. 
Mais, au-dela de ces debats, le Conseil de Bruxelles 
s'est engage dans de  nouvelles demarches vers 
d'autres directions. C'est ainsi  que des directives 
visant a supprirner les  entraves techniques aux 
echanges ont ete approuvees, qu'un instrument de 
politique com·merciale  COI'I'Imune  a  ete mis  en 
place, que les quotas de  p~che pour J'annee 1984 
ont ete fixes a temps, tandis que, pour Ia  siderur-
gie,  ils  ont ete prolonges de deux ans; que Ia 
Huitieme directive sur les droits des societes a ete 
approuvee; qu'on s'est accorde sur le volet social 
de Ia  reconversion charbonniere et sur les projets 
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dC'  recherche  dits  de  demonstration ; que  Ia  re-
forme  du  Fonds regional a  ete approuvee, apres 
trois ans de laborieuses negociations. 
J~nfin, libere d'un obsedant contentieux, le champ 
des initiatives s:etend desormais largement devant 
nous. 
Par exemple, en depit du dkarmement douanier, 
trop d'obstacles limitent Ia liberte de circulation a 
l'interieur de Ia Crommunaute 
(Applaudissements) 
que de controles, que de formalites, qui exasperent 
ceux qui les subissent et. sont incomprehensibles a 
!'opinion! 
Sachant l'intl'ri>t que votre Asscmbll>e porte a  cette 
quc>stion,  il  ser;~  propose  au  Conseil  de juin une 
politiqur des transports, qui se traduira par plus de 
fluiditl>  ;~ux frontieres et un· meilleur soutien aux 
grandes  infrastructures.  Qu'y a-t-il  de  plus con-
forme a nos  principes que Ia  liberte d'aller et de 
venir, de commercer, et d'echanger! 
J'avaiS evoque ol'espaCe SOcial CUrOpeen  I  en 1981, 
au  Conseil  de  Luxembourg, alors que je  venais 
cl'occupcr mes  fonctions.  Comment construire en 
c>ffE't  un  Marche Commun, ou  les produits circu-
lent librement, si, dans le m~me  temps,les produc-
IE'urs  travaillent dans des conditions exagerement 
differentes? Puisque le Marche Commun existe, il 
C'St  plus que souhaitable que les representants des 
travailleurs s'organisent a ce  niveau, comme les 
entreprises et les gouvernements. 
(Applaudissements) 
Ce  sera chose  faite,  je l'espere.  lorsque le  mois 
)ll'nC'hAill  le  Con11eii  dell  mini11tres  des Affaires 
sociales aura et;~bli le programme d'actlon commu-
nautaire. a moyen  terme,  pour le soumettre au 
Conseil  europeen, ainsi  qu'il en a  ete convenu a 
Rruxelles.  Plus concretement. ce  m~me Conseil 
des  ministres devra poursuivre le travail a peine 
commence pour enrayer le mal dont souflrent nos 
societes : le  chomage et, plus encore, le  chomage 
des jeunes, en apportant une formation profession· 
nelle  plus conforme aux besoins.Il sera saisi de 
1·ecommandations sur l'amenagement du temps de 
travail  et  choisira  des  orientations  sur  les  im-
plications sociales  des  nouvelles  technologies, 
compte  tenu  des  observations des partenaires 
sociaux au sein du Comite permanent de l'emploi. 
La Confederation europeenne des Syndicats sera, 
cela va de soi, entendue.  · · 
5&~  ' 
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L'espace nature! merite autant de soins. S'il s'agit 
de proteger l'environnement, les frontieres natio• 
nales ont encore moins de raison  d'~tre. Et pour-
tant. les  habitudes de  pensee,  les susceptibilites 
nationales resistent au bon sens. 
L'eau du Rhin borde ou traverse trois pays de la 
Communaute, ce qui corrompt l'environnement 
de l'un, nu.it aux autres de Ia  m~me  fa~on. 
(Applaudissements) 
Eh bien, ce raisonnement semble mal entendu : le 
fleuve et ses  affluents continuent de charrier Ia 
mort des Mtes et des plantes, de menacer Ia santl! 
des hommes. 
Les pluies acides ont altl!re en profondeur les 
for~ts d'Allemagne. Elles rongent maintenant les 
forl!ts des Vosges et gagnent, vers le nord, les pays 
scandinaves. Pour d'autres raisons, Ia  for~t medi-
terraneenne est aussi menacee. 
Nul pays n'est exempt de cette l!pidemie moderne. 
Qui  arr~tera le fleau? Une directive a etl! adoptee 
a  Bruxelles sur les pollutions industrielles. II reste 
a  accelerer Ia mise au point de.dispositions strictes 
contre le transfert de dl!chets  toxiques et dange-
reux. 
.  De me  me, Ia reduction de Ia teneur du plomb dans 
!'essence est au centre de negociations ardues. Le 
but ainsi  clairement identifie, aurons-nous Ia  sa-. 
gesse  d'aller vers lui sans plus  larder? Je  n'ose 
l'affirmer. 
Voila  pour le  futur proche, avec son eclairage 
habitue!. d'ombres et de lumieres, son alliage d'e-
lans et de blocages. 
Mais c'est au-dela du Marche Commun lui·m~me 
•  qu'll faut parter notre reaard.  · 
A  quoi  sert l'Europe? A cette question,  il  faut 
repondre, sous peine de perdre en fin  de compte 
notre  identite,  notre raison  d'~tre et nos  raisons 
d'agir. 
L'Europe, qui a pris une part preeminente dans Ia 
formidable  avancee  des  sciences  modernes,  se· 
rait-elle Ace point deconcertl!e par revolution des 
technologies nouvelles qu'elle serait incapable de 
sortir de Ia crise pour retrouver son  rang. de 
renouveler -les  formes de son antique civilisation 
pour en retrouver les  valeurs? Elle, qui  possede 
plus des deux tiers des rl!gimes libr'es du monde, 
serait-elle incapable de consolider ses institutioos 
et d'agir d'un m~me  mouvement, Ia  ou ille faut, 
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force  de justice et de  progr~ entre le Nord  et le 
Sud ? Non, je ne le crois pas. 
Encore doit-elle prendre la  pleine mesure des 
enjeux  ~conomiques, culturels et politiques  ~u 
siecle qui s'annonce. 
Choisissons encore quatre exemples. 
Le  premier est celui  de l'electronique.  L'Europe 
consacre a  sa  recherche plUI!  de credits que le· 
Japon ou les Etats-Unis d'Amerique. Mais chaque 
pays d'Europe, jaloux de ses  techniques,  voit ses 
defenses ceder sous la pression americaine et japo-
naise.  La tentation protectionniste gagnera du 
terrain.  Ou  bien  quand  !'Europe s'eveillera, elle 
aura perdu Ia  bataille qui  commande toutes les 
autres  ..  Les tentatives d'alliance industrielle ont 
jusqu'ici echoue. N'est-il pas temps que les Etats les 
incitent a s'unir? La modernisation de l'industrie 
ne  se  fera  pas  en se  contentant d'accumuler les 
~uipements, mais en utflisant aussi des finance-
ments tels que ceux  de Ia  Banque europeenne 
d'investissement et du Nouvel instrument commu-
nautaire. 
Mon  deuxieme exemple est celui de·la conqu~te 
spaciale. La, le moment des choix est venu plus tot 
que nous le pensions, plus tot,  peut-~tre, que nous 
le  souhaitions.  D'abord, a cause  de  nos  propres 
succes dans le domaine des lanceurs comme dans 
celui  des satellites.  Mais  entrer dans la  phase 
industrielle suppose une repartition des  taches et 
des investissements. Forts de nos projets propres, 
il sera plus aise d'examiner les offres qui nous sont 
faites par les Etats-Unis d'Amerique sur un projet 
de station spatiale civile. L'Europe, c'est ce que j'ai 
cxprim~ recemmcnt a La Haye,  ne devrait-elle 
pas,  par priorite, consacrer ses  efforts a  elle-m~­
me '!  Une station spatiale est a sa portl!e. Elle en a 
les  moyeps techniques et financiers.  Et s'il est 
presomptue.ux  de devancer le  temps au-deJa du 
possible, !'experience industrielle nous apprencfo 
que ce  qui  sera realisable dans quinze ans exige 
une approche immediate. 
(Applaudissements) 
Les transports nous fourniront le troisieme exem-
ple~.  Ottll  IH:co•·da  aont  lntervenua  r6cemmtnt aur 
!'augmentation des  contingents communautaires 
de transport de marchandises par route, sur la 
cooperation ferroviaire et sur Ia securite routiere. 
II  sera bon de les depasser sans tarder. Un grand 
programme d'equipement ferroviaire pour les 
transports a grande  vitesse,  en  reduisant les  di-
stances, rapprochera naturellement les Europeens. 
Quatrieme exemple. : la culture. Ne  pas s'unir 
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serait se condamner a  subir les marees d'images et 
de mots venus de l'exterieur. 
Les projets ne manquent pas, tous sont A notre 
por~e. Citons les. A partir d'un satellite franco-a!-
. lemand  pourquoi pas  une chatne europeenne de 
television...  · 
(Applaudissements) 
...  offerle a  tous  les createurs des  pays membres 
interesses ; un fonds commun de soutien aux in-
dustries de programmes qui vont avoir Ia  lourde 
. charge de donner un contenu aux reseaux innom-
brables qui se  tissent de nous ; un plan coherent 
d'enseignement des langues euroi>eennes  ... 
(Applaudissements) 
...  des  universites d'Europe alimentees par un 
incessant echange de chercheurs et d'equivalence 
de diplomes; la Fondation europeenne de Ia cultu-
re? . 
J'ai ete fier que s'installat aussi, en plein c<eur de 
Paris, le theatre de !'Europe, qu'anime Giorgio 
Strehler: Chacun de vos pays porte haut d'envia-
bles reussites,  mais aucun ne possede  un  marche 
suffisant.  L'Europe est  Ia.  Qu'elle y  songe et 
qu'elle s'organise! 
II est cependant un domaine ou ell.e se retrouve, si 
je  puis dire,  instinctivement: celui  des  droits de 
l'homme. En ratifiant !'article 25 de Ia Convention 
europeenne,  mon pays a  rejoint sa  propre tradi-
tion. Mais tous, nous sommes inquiets des progres 
grandissants des  terrol"ismes  et de !'oppression 
presque partout dans lc monde .. 
Votre Parlement a constamment marque son atta-
chement au respect des principes qui ont fonde Ia 
liberte; hier encore, il votait une resolution evo-
quant le  sort d'Andrei Sakharov vers lequel  se 
tournent nos pensees.  · 
(Applaudissements) 
Le malheur veut que, chaque jour, sous toutes les 
latitudes, des hommes souffrent et soient persecu- t" pour  c:e  qu'll•  c:rolent,  pour  c:t  qu'lla  alment, 
pour ce qu'ils sont. 
Le moment est venu de repeter un mot qui nous a 
naguere rassembles : resister, f)ui,  resister a Ia 
violence  ! 
(Applaudissements) 
Je ne connais pas de theme sur lequelles peuples 
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de !'Europe se sentent plus proches de leurs repre-
sentants. Oui,  notre Europe est une communaute 
de droits, c'est notre fierte. La meilleure illustra-
tion en est Ia  Cour de justice ou s'edifie un ordre 
juridique europeen dans une synthese sans prece-
dent entre systemes de droits d'inspiration.s. diffe-
rentes. 
Une autre dimension:  les  prises de position  des 
Dix dans les affaires du monde. 
Nul  n 'a  fait preuve d'autant ·  d'imagination et de 
constance que  l'Europe dans la  poursuite des 
E>changes avec le tiers monde:.Pour preparer Lome 
III, Ia conference de Suwa a permis au debut de ce 
mois  un rapprochement des point.<~ de vue, et l'on 
doit  prevoir que les ultlmes arbitrages intervien-
dront les 28 et 29 juin a  Luxembourg, qui permet-
tront d'achever Ia  redaction de Ia  future Conven-
tion. 
On en mcsure l'importance au moment ou  recule 
!'aide inter.nationale landis que s'aggrave la situa-
tion  des  pays pauvres - je pense en particulier A 
!'Afrique - sous les effets convergeqts du climat, 
de  Ia  crise, de l'endettement, de l'anarchie des 
marchk. du poids des taux d'inter~t et du desordre 
moneta  ire. 
Les Conscils europeens ont adopte des resolutions 
appropriees aux problemes qui occupent Ia  scene 
mondiale : Proch':!  et Moyen-Orient, Amerique 
centrale,  Afrique  australe,  Afghanistan,  Cam-
hodge - j'en passe. Ils ont contribue A preserver ce 
lien fragile qui, de Ia conference d'Helsinki a  celle 
de Stockholm, maintient un dialogue entre l'Est et 
l'Ouest de notre continent. Ils ont renforce Ia 
cooperation entre la Communautl! et les sept pays 
amis de l'AELE. II n'etait pas de leur ressort de 
prendre en compte les aspirations si  souvent ex-
primees,  surtout ces  t~mps derniers, d'une secu-
rite, d'une defense commune. 
Parlant en mon nom personnel, j'evoque ici cette 
pen:peC'tivc comme je l'ai fait a La Haye, pour en 
apprecier a la fois l'extr~me difficult€! et la necessi-
te. 
(Applaudissements d droite) 
II est clair que le  temps s'eloigne ou  l'Europe · 
n'avait pour destin que  d'~tre partagl!e et divisee 
par d'autres. Les deux mots • independance euro-
p6cmnll • pnubttcmt d6AarmAIII  uno  r611on1n~o neu• 
ve. C'est une donne que notre siecle, proche de'sa 




L'echeance de l'election europeenne est une occa-
sion de faire le point et de reprendre l'initiative. 
La vie des institutions communautaires est mar-
. quee par de multiples imperfections. Aucune n'est 
a proprement parler insupportable, mais leur ac-
cumulation  cree une contrainte permanente et 
diffuse dont nous ne cessans de payer le prix. 
Il y a tout d'abord ~a regie de l'unanimitl!, dont la 
'pratique est poussee bien au-dela de ce que co~­
mandent les traites, et mt'!me que ·ne le prevoya1t 
le • compromis de Luxembourg •. 
(Applaudissements prolong~s) 
Comment }'ensemble complexe et diversifie qu'est 
devenue la Communaute peut-il se gouverner 
selon les  r~gles de Ia diete de cet ancien royaume 
de Pologne, donl chaque mcmbre pouvait bloquer 
les decisions? On sait comment cela a fini.  Il est 
temps de revenir A une pratique plus normale et 
plus prometteuse. Le gouvernement  fran~ais, qui 
avait ete l  l'origine de ce compromis, a deja pro· 
pose d'en restreindre }'usage a des cas prl!cis.  La 
pratique, plus frequente, du vote sur des questions 
importantes annonce le retour aux traites. Mais Ia 
regie de l'unanimite n 'est  pas .}a  seule difficultf 
que rencontre le Conseil de ministres. 
(Applaudi~Bements) 
•' 
I1  existe egalement un partage trop fluctuant du 
travail de gestion quotidienne entre la .Commis-
sion, le Comite des representants permanents et le 
Conseil de ministres, qui se voit retirer une part de 
sa responsabilite politique, telle que prevue par les 
traites, et fait ainsi du Conseil europeen une ins-
tance permanente d'appel, voire une premiere 
instance, dans Ia  conduite des affaires courantes. 
Cela  n'est manifestement pas son  r6le.  Rendons 
son autoritl! a  Ia Commission. 
•  (Applaudissements) 
Restituons au Conseil de  ministres  le  moyen de 
mener les politiques dont le Conseil europeen 
arr!tera les grandes lignes. Dotons ce dernier d'un 
Secretariat permanent pour la cooperation politi-
que. 
(Applaudissements) 
On se plaint-je le sa is-des relatioQs insuffis4ntes 
tntre It Con•tll tt votre Parltmcmt. Corrlaeonl 
cette  carence, en presentant,  confonn~ment aux 
engagements souscrits par les pays membres dans  • 
Ia declaration solennelle de Stuttgart, une reforme 
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enfin ~ la meilleure fa~on d'assurer plus de conti-
nuite ~ la presidence de Ia Communaute. 
(Applaudissements) 
L'Europe a toujours ete de nature composite. Elle 
s'est  developp~e par l!tapes,  utilisant selon ses 
besoins les  institutions qui, sur le morrient,  lui 
paraissaient les plus adaptees, quitte A  transformer 
leurs  relations  mutuelles.  Mais  il faut conserver 
des points de repere. 
C'est pourqi.Joi  i1 est indispensable de consolider le 
principal traite qui lie les pays europeens entre 
eux et constitue leur loi  fondamentale, je veux 
dfre le traite de Rome. Et pourtant, le m~me  mou-
vement nous porte dejA,  au-del~ de ce traite, sur 
des domaines qu'il ne couvre pas. Je pense ~ }'edu-
cation, ala sante, a Ia justice, a Ia securite, ala lutte 
contre le terrorisme. Or, que constatons-nous  ? 
•  D'aucuns ont parle d'une Europe~  plusieurs vites-
ses, ou a geometric variable. Cette demarche, qui 
traduit une realite, s'impose: On veillera A la ren-
dre complementaire, et non pas concurrente, de la 
structure centrale qui reste la Communaute. Cha· 
que fois que de tels problemes sont poses, l'Europe 
a cree une nouvelle institution - le Conseil euro-
peen -, adopte un nouvel acte jurioique reconnais  .. 
· sant une pratique  : le systeme  monetaire euro-
, peen, Ia cooperation pol.itique telle que definie par 
Ia declaration de Stuttgart; conclu un traite ratifie 
par les parlements nationaux : les conventions de 
Lome. Et voici que votre Assemblee nous encou-
rage A aller plus loin dans c.ette  voie en  nous 
proposant un projet de traite instituant l'Union 
europeenne.  Ceux d'entre nous qui  le voudront, 
ohserveront la  m~me methode que  naguere. A 
situation nouvelle doit correspondre un  traite 
nouveau  ... 
(Applaudissements) 
... qui  ne saurait, bien entendu, se substituer hux 
traites existants  mais  les  prolongerait dans les 
domaines qui leur echappent. Tel est le cas de 
l'Europe politique. 
Pour une telle entreprise, Mesdames et Messieurs, 
la France est dispcnible. 
(Applaudissements prolongis) 
M'exprimant en son  nom,  je la  declare pr!te A 
examiner et a defendre votre projet qui, dans son 
inspiration, lui convient. 
(Applaudissements) 
Je suggere, A  cette fin, que s'engagent des conver-
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sations preparatoires qui pourraient debaucher sur 
une conference des Etats membres interessl!s.  Le 
projet d'Union europeenne et la Declaration solen-
neUe  de Stuttgart serviraient de  base a  ses  tra-
-vaux. 
(Applaudissements) 
Telles sont, Mesdames et Messieurs, les reflexions 
que m'inspire mon experience d'Europeen et mon 
· passage ll Ia presidcmce du Conseil europl:en. 
Je suis sur qu'un jour tout cela se fera, car notre 
jeunesse en a besoin, car notre independance, celle 
de nos patries et celle de I'E1,1rope,  est A ce  prix. 
J'ai trop confiance en notre histoire pour admettre 
que nous puissions jamais nous laisser aller au 
declin dont l'intolerable affaiblissement demogra-
phique est le signe le plus inquietant. 
(Applaudissements) 
Mais il ne faut pas que cela se fasse trop tard. Aussi 
votre rOle,  notre rOle  exaltant est-il  de prevenir 
!'ineluctable, de reussir !'improbable, de realiser 
!'esperance et de perpetuer par sa jeunesse retrou-
vl!e une grande civilisation, la notre. 
(L'Assemblie, debout, applaudit longuement) 
Le President. - Je vous remercie, Monsieur le 
.President, au  nom  de t_ous  les  membres de cette 
Assemblee. 
• 